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Release Notes 2016-03-02
Config db ntf: 20151102175400

Analyze db ntf: 20151102175400
Help db ntf: 20151102175400 / Content: 20151102175400

Windows Version: 4.5.38 :: MAC OS X Version: 2.0.51 :: Linux Version: 2.0.51
Eclipse Plugin: 2.5.2

Major Improvements: Bugfixes, reduce actions.xml download frequency

General Notes

Supported IBM Lotus Notes releases: 5.x, 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, up to 9.0.1 including the IBM Notes Browser Plugin
(Administrators need at least IBM Lotus Notes 8.x, selected administrative tasks, such as Online Update, also require Microsoft 
Windows)
Supported client-side operating systems: Microsoft Windows XP, 2003, 2008, Vista, 7, 8, and Citrix/WTS, Apple Intel Mac OS X 
10.5-10.10 (Leopard, Snow Leopard, Lion, Mountain Lion, Mavericks, Yosemite), Linux
Supported server-side operating systems: any supported by IBM (operating system independent)
NOTE: Support is limited for platform and release combinations not supported by IBM

Linux & Mac OS X: Eclipse Management, Skinning, Realtime, Zip/Unzip and Attachment Blocking are not available on Linux or Mac 
OS X;
Citrix, Linux & Mac OS X: the MarvelClient Upgrade module is only available on Windows (=not on Citrix, Linux or Mac OS X)
MarvelClient on Mac OS X and Linux does not support the runtypes "Before Login - Init", "After Login - After Write", "On first server 
access", "Background - Init" and "Background" - any such actions must be set to run at a different supported runtype, e.g. "After 
Login"

IMPORTANT 
NOTES

This release contains select important updates highlighted in red

Configuration Database

MC Config - No Changes -

Analyze Database

MC Analyze - No Changes -

MarvelClient Help

UPDATE Updated release notes

MarvelClient Upgrade

MCUpgrade.exe 
(4.7.0.0)

- No Changes -

Eclipse Plugin

MC Eclipse 
Plugin (2.5.2)

- No Changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

FIX (4.5.30) Fixed a problem with the MC Eclipse Update action where the created platform.xml did not properly work with Notes 9.0.1 FP4 IF2 
or higher.

FIX (4.5.31) Fixed a bug when handling DesktopProfile that caused issues with IBM Roaming.

FIX (4.5.33) Fixed an incompatibility with ICAA that caused ICAA clients to hang.

FIX (4.5.34) Fixed a bug in the MC Eclipse Update action which caused the "Only upgrade if newer" option not to work.

FIX (4.5.35) Fixed a bug that prevented Notes from downloading the ID file from ID Vault if MarvelClient tried to do so first (and failed).

FIX (4.5.36) Fixed a bug in the Desktop Settings action where setting "Show Server Names" or "Show Unread" no longer worked. This bug was 
introduced in DLL 4.5.0.

FIX (4.5.36) Fixed an issue where choosing to exit the login prompt during initial start on a standard client sometimes lead to the client starting 
again.

FIX (4.5.38) Fixed a bug where the Notes client would hang after manually deleting the platform.xml in Notes 9.
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CHANGE 
(4.5.33)

ICAA installs will now have <notes:mode_installed> set to "icaa".

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEMENT
(4.5.30)

GE Automate related logging has been improved.

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEMENT
(4.5.37)

Actions that remove local replicas will now also remove the full text index from disk.

ENHANCEMENT
(4.5.32)

Any dialog/UI text that is configurable now supports the newline separator "\n" (without quotes). 

This includes mailblocking/attachment blocking feedback strings, as well as dialogs for zip and IDVault.

ENHANCEMENT
/ NEW (4.5.36)

It is now possible to reduce the actions.xml upload frequency. <mc:actions_xml_upload> (optional, defaults to "always")
"always" -> always
"medium" -> always except for background
"low" -> always except for background and first server access
"minimum" -> only in shutdown

All values of course to be used without the quotes.

NEW (4.5.36) New action: Abort Notes Launch. It allows to prevent Notes from starting at any point during Before Login or After Login.

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

FIX (2.0.51) Added the following optional notes.ini entry:
MC_CopyIDFileToData=1
will copy a "remote" (=not in Notes Data directory) ID-file to %data% (after sync) and change KeyFileName accordingly

.so Updates (Linux)

FIX (2.0.51) Added the following optional notes.ini entry:
MC_CopyIDFileToData=1
will copy a "remote" (=not in Notes Data directory) ID-file to %data% (after sync) and change KeyFileName accordingly
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